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ABSTRACT

PART 'I THE BOWER MANUSCRIPT (Niivanitaka/Siddhasarilkarsa) is called so,
because it fell into the hands of Col. H. Bower at Kuchar in Central Asia, where he had
gone on a confidential mission from the Government of India in 1890.
The manuscript has importance of its own, particularly ion the. field of History of
Medic'ine for the simple reason that the formulae prescribed in it are attributed to more
ancient authorities both of the Vedic and the Buddhistic age. The origin of garlic (Lasuna)
and a few other drugs has been related to the story of nectar churning of the Vedic age,
while the practice of MahamaYliri spell involves Buddhisrinttuence. 'Thus the probable
date of manuscript has been placed in the second century B.C. owing to its contemporaneity to Cer ske,

PART II However important branch of knowledge medicine may be, it is but an
aspect of the total individual or the social life of the, people. There seems to have
emerged a distinctly gradual evolution in the period of Navanitaka
as compared with
that of the Vedic-period.
Ayurved;';~in Nsvernt stce period attained its age of comparative matur ity and thus the golden era in the medical history then prevailed.
A systematic atomic measurement with a golqen unit of measurement can be clearly observed
in the Pharmacy and its practice, Even the RasaSastra or Alchemy, though in its preliminary phase, contains proper medical references. There are indications of a highstandard of living and the luxurious life-stvle of people in the society then,
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1.
1.1.

MANUSCRIPT

PRELIMINARIES

DISCOVERY

Of the many sources from which
the material for the history of medi-.
cine in India could be gathered, the
Bower Manuscript
(Navanitaka)
is
one. It was said to have been contained in the relic-chamber of the
stupa of the Minq-oi-of-Oum-Tura
about thirteen or sixteen miles from
Kuchar. It was found when treasurehunters of Kuchar dug the Stupa.
Kuchar is the name of one of the principal oases and settlements of the
Chinese (Eastern) Turkestan, on the
great Caravan route to China.
The manuscript is known by the
name of Col. H. Bower, C.B., as it
fell into his hands in 1890 having
been sold by a native of Kuchar for a
small sum, where he had gone on a
confidential mission from the Government of lndia'.
1.2.
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PUBLICATION

On his return to India, the manuscript was submitted to Co\. J. Waterhouse, the then President of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal.
Later on,
Dr. A. F. Rudolf Hoernle, deciphered
it. He spent twenty-one
years on
its study and editing till at last it was
published under the name of The
Bower Manuscript by the Archaeological Survey of India. Calcutta, in the

year 19122. Kavira] Balawant Singh
Mohan, made it popular among Avurvedic physicians, by its Sanskrit edition in Devanaqari Script, published
as "Nsv enit eksm"
(or the Bower
Manuscript) from Lahore in the year
1925.
1.3.

DESCRIPTION

Preserved in the Bodleian Library,
Oxford, the original manuscript is
written in the Gupta-script on the
birch-bark in the fashion of traditional Indian "Pothi"
(loose leaves)
comprising fiftyone existing leaves*
with broken and lost texts.
It is
enclosed
between
two
woodenboards and a string runs through them.
The whole manuscript is a collection
of seven parts (Prakaranarn).
There
are two distint portions in the manuscript as the leaves of parts I-III, IV, V
and VII are larger, that measure about
11.5 X 2.5" while the leaves of smaller
portion i.e. Part VI measure about
9" X 2"3.
1.4.

TH'E TITLE

The author declares himself that
he is going to compile a work by the
name of 'Ntiv enit ekem',
In this, he
is intended to give proven remedies
from the old works of the medical
authorities. For containing foremostmedical-formulae (Yogamukhya)
this

'" However,
volume III giving fascimile
plates records fifty-four
16 & 17 of Part II.
Thus one leaf added to fifty four makes
actually
fiftyfive
and not fiftyone
as given by Hoernle.

plates.
the total

Plate XXI bears two
number
of fascimile

leaves
leaves
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work may be called by the name of
'Siddh e-Settikeree' also+,
The word "Nsv erntekem" means
butter (or cream) and it seems quite
appropriate to call the work by this
name for its sweet and soft style and
for quotations
of the best-known
remedies.
The same analogy of
appropriateness equally applies to the
alternative name 'Siddha-Sarnkarsa'
i.e. collection of proven remedies, for
the work contains
the foremostformulae of the ancient medical
authorities,
indicating their usefulness that was experienced in the
society of the far off days of the
great antiquity.
1.5.

THE AUTHOR

Although the name and identity
of the author of Nev eniteks is not
known, yet it is surmised that his
name should be 'Navanita'.
The
reason behind this is that the author
constructs the name Nfl.vanitakam'
for his work comprising of sixteen
chapters only; i.e. the most important
portion i e. Part II of the Bower
manuscript,
dealing with medicine,"
yet the entire manuscript is given the
name of Navanitakam-The
Bower
Manuscript as a corollary of it, the
name of the author should have been
'Navanita'.
1.6.
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LAYOUT

The Bower manuscript is a collective manuscript of seven parts and it

can be divided into three books; Part
I-III. which deals with medicine, Part
IV and V dealing with divination
(forecast) by means of dice (i.e.
PfJ.sakakevali); and Parts VI and VII,
containing protective charms (incantations) against the snake-bite and
other evils by means of Mahamayurividya.
Mahamayuri
or 'the great
mayuri' is called so, because the peafoul (Mayura)6
is the traditional
enemy of the snake.
2.
2.1.

WRITING OF THE
MANUSCRIPT
FROM A COPY OF THE
AUTOGRAPH

The Bower manuscript, is not the
author's autograph, rather it is a copy
of some intermediate copy of that autograph. It is evident that three dots"
in Part II Chapter I, Verse 45 indicate
the three missing syllables, which the
scribe was unable to read in his original, but which now can be read as
'Pafica ca' from the Bheela Samhitft,
one of the sources of Nev enit eke,"
2.2.

INTERVAL BETWEEN
AUTOGRAPH AND THE COpy

Part II, Ch. II, Verse 9 contains
the curiously blu ndered phrase 'Yav ed-dese-v arsas"s instead of' Yavadev ekerses'
which leads us to one
conclusion that there must have been
a defective original, other than the author's autograph, before a subsequent
copyist of the manuscript; due to
which dots and the blundered phrases

6
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were transferred,

in its body. This fact
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that the newly

evolved

form was just

suggests
that the autograph
is of
earlier antiquity.
There must have
been some interval between the wri-

taking
roots for establishing
itself.
This transitionary
period can be hardly
a quarter of a century i.e. one gene-

ting of the autogragh
and the copying of the existing
manuscript,
says
Hoernle; which remark refers only to
its intermediate
copy.

ration.
From these facts, it follows
that the copying
of these four portions of the Bower manuscript
must
be encompassed by a period of one
generation. J 0

2.3.

PENCRAFT

OF FOUR SCRIBES

According to Hoernle, the interval between the writing of the autograph and the copying of the manuscript should not have been of inconsiderable duration because the Bower
manuscript is the pencraft of four
different scribes who wrote Part I-III,
Part IV; Part V & VII and Part VI in
distinguishable
characters.
They all
are almost
comtemporary
scribes.
The scribe who
wrote
the second
portion, i.e. Part IV commenced
writing on the verso of the last

his
leaf

of the first portion
(Part I-III),
while
the scribe who wrote the third portion
i.e. Part V & VII appended a remark
on either of the two other portions.
This proves that the first portion
is
earlier in copying date than the Part
IV and also that, to the writer
of
Parts V & VII, both Part VI and Parts
I-III were available.
As to the fourth
portion
(Part
VI), it is written
for the benefit
of
the monk "Yasornitra"
as the dedicatee of Part VII.
2.4.

WORK
Differing

OF ONE GENERATION
of letter

"ya"

indicates

As the scribes make use of the
'new form' of the letter 'ya' and from
the sketch of the chronology
of the
origin
and spread of this letter
in
Gupta-script,
the time of copying
of
the Bower manuscript
is determined
as the second half of the fourth century AD. i.e. about 350-375 AD. and
it is possible that it should be sought
nearer the beginning
rather than the
end of that period.
Thus Hoernle
supplies us the lower limit of the date
of the Niiv enit e k», which in view of
the necessary interval
ting of the intermediate

between
wricopy and of

the manuscript may be placed in the
beginning
of the fourth century
or
about 300 AD. (6 2.5).11

3.
3.1.

CONTENTS
NAVANITAKAPROPERTIES

OF GARLIC

As to the N'J.vanitaka, it contains,
in the beginning i.e. Part I, Verse 1 -13
the picturesque
view of the method
of practical education
for the sake of
enlarqinq knowledge of the medicinal
herbs and plants through discussions
held between

the pupil

and

the

pre-
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ceptor by enjoying tours and travels
on places like the Himalayas. Thus,
an assembly comprising of Atreya,
and Kasiraja accompanying Harita,
Parasara, Bhela, Garga, Sarnbabva.
Susruta, Va~i~!ha, Karala and Kapva
takes place on the Himalayas where
Susruta asks Kasiraja about the taste
(Rasa), property (Gul)a), power (Virva). form (\krti),
names (Nama) and
utility (Upayoga)
in case of garlic
(La~una) .
32.

BEST GARLIC

It would seem to have had reason
based upon this that Vaqbhat a identifies the best species of garlic which
either grows on the Himalayas or in
the country of the Sakas, probably
pertaining to Central Asia. I:!
3.3.
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ORIGIN OF GARLIC

Curiously, indeed, both in the
Navanitaka and in the works of Vagbhata, the story of the first-origin of
garlic is related upon the basis of
Nectar-churning
i e. Amst e manthana
thus showing its origin from the nectar (Amrt a). The relation of nectar is
identical in ., Kasyapa-sarhhitft",
too,
with the only difference that in the
former case its origin takes place from
the drops of blood that fell down from
the head of 'Rahu' (Asurendra) 13
having been cut off by Visnu (Janardana) but in the latter case it originates from the drops of nectar that
fell down from the mouth of 'Saci',
the spouse of 1I1dra.H

3.4.

LAC;UNA KALPA

Thus having been communicated
by Kasiraja i.e. Sage King of Kasi, to
Susruta. the subject of the Lasunakalpa or small pharmacographic tract
on garlic commences in Part I, rather
in a fashion, often found in compendia (Samhitas) as referred to elsewhere.
3.5.

FORMULAE

The Part II, commences with
remarks on the importance of regulating digestion (VV, 44-51) and with
some pharmaceutic directions (VV,
55-59), such as are usually found in
the so called 'Sutrasthanam' or section of the fundamental principles of
medicine. Besides, there are some
interspersed alternative and aphrodisiac formulae (VV. 52-54, 60, 61,
67) belonging to the Resev ene and
Vajikaral)a.
And next comes the section on the formulae for various eye
lotions, viz. :\.scyotana, (VV. 68-69);
Collyria, viz, Alljana / V;(.lftlaka and
remedies for the hair, viz. Ke se-r siijana (VV. 106-120) etc. belonging to
Sa/akya. A section on cough-mixtures
(VV. 121-124) survives with the fragmentary- fa urtee nth chapter deal ing
with children'S diseases. The missing chapters XV and XVI dealing with
women's diseases comprise the Kaumsrebhvtv em pertaining to Strir oqes,
3.6.

FORMULARY

Although in fragmentary form
Part III is an antique evidence of

8
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what was, or was intended to be, a
larger work of an ancient formulary
or manual of prescriptions comprising
Yogasangraha for the use of the
practitioner of that time. The fragmentary Parts IV and V are specimens
of the chapters dealing with diagnosis
and prognosis that are included in
the Nidturssthenem, while, chapters
VI & VII deal with the subject of toxicology or the Aqedetentrem.w
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Aqnivesa and Bhela are extant at
present. The work of the former
exists in the form of Caraka Setiihitix,
redacted by Caraka and later on by
Drdhabala in the field of Internal
Medicine i.e. Kayac:ikitsa.18
3.9.

SUSRUTA AND
KASYAPA SAMHITAS

It is a noteworthy point that in
Part II, Verse No. 92, 93, 106 and
108, the doctri ne of a tetrad of
humours or "do-es" viz. Vata (air),
Pitta (bile) Kapha (phelgm) and Rakta
(blood) is clearly implied corresponsing to the passages of Susrute Samhita;16 while the usual principle of the
triad of humours (do-e-trev ei viz.
Vata, Pitta, and Kapha are also indicated in the introductory verse No. 15
corresponding to the passages of the
Caraka SaI11hita.17

In the field of surgery, i.e. Salya,
the Susr ute Sarnhita (redacted by
Nagarjuna and Candrat a) is the only
extant work of Susruta. He is one
of the twelve pupils of Kasiriija Divodasa Dhanvantari. Others, who all
wrote their works (i.e. Sarnhitas) are;
Aupadhenava, Vaitarana, Aurabhra,
Pau-kalavata, Karavirya, Gopurarak"ita. Nimi, Karikayana, Gargya, Gatava
and Gautama.t"
Besides, there is the
Ka~yapa SaI11hita available in fragments in the field of Paediatrics and
Gynaecology i.e. Keumsre - Bbvtv»
which is the work of Brddhajivaka.
the pupil of Kasvapa and redacted by
Vatsva, later on. o

38.

4.

3.7.

TRIDO~A

CARAKA SA:\IHIT.\

The compendium (Saqlhita)
is
called so because there exists in it an
unmistakable flavour of the older
material with the same ideas and
thoughts as were expounded by
.\treya and Ka~iraja (Dhanvantari)
etc.
Of the six pupils of .vtreva,
whose names are Aqnive-ia,
Bhela,
.Jatukarna. Parasera. Harita and K arapani: who all committed their master's teachings into writing; works of

41.

THE SOURCES AND
INFLUENCES
STANDARD WORKS

By succession of time all the
works of the pupils of Atreva, Kasirftja
and Ka~yapa got popularity in the
society and became 'Standard' sources for the later works in which their
passages were quoted freely without
mentioning their names, assuming
that the readers would at once recognise the standard works referred to.
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The same practice is followed in the
Nev enitek« which quotes twentynine
and fifteen formulae from the Caraka
Sarhhita and Bhela Sarhhita respectively, Six formulae from the Suer ute Semhitii are quoted. From the
extinct works of the pupils of the
aforesaid authorities, additional formulae are also quoted. ~1

Brddhajivaka and Ka;yapa were also
known as .Jivaka and Kasvapa in later
times.
Besides, six formulae have
been attributed to .\treya26 while the
Lasunadyam Ghtt sm-" attributed to
the Asvina pair indicates that the use
of garlic was the Vedic practice as
\svins are invoked in the hymns of
the I~gveda.28.

4,2.

4.4.

FLOATING TRADITION

Still, in case of some formulae,
their authors have been mentioned.
This is a clear indication of their being
from the 'Floating Medical Tradition',
It was considered necessary to name
the authorities for their recommendation, as these names acquired a scant
appearance.
Thus, one formula is
quoted from each of (i) Kankayana
(ii) Suprabha (iii) Nimi (iv) Usanas
(v) Varlvali (vi) Brhaspati, Two formulae are quoted from each of(vii) Agastya (viii) Dhanvantari (ix)
.Iivaka.
The \IV hole series of formulae is referred to-(x)
Kasyapa."'"
4.3.

TH E AUTHORITY

In the formulae No. IX & X in
case of children's disease those are
attributed to .Jlvaka and Kasvapa in
the Nev enit eke,
These formulae
apparently seem to be theirs 'ipsissima v erbs'<?
because these are
introduced
by saying 'Iti-ho-vtice
Jivakal.l' and 'iti bhasati Jivakal.l'c4
i.e, thus spoke .Jivaka and also' Kasyapasya Vaco-yatha';~5 i.e. according
to Kasyapa. This is an evidence that

BUDDHISTIC INFLUENCE:
MAH.\M.\y(JRI
VIDyA

The MahamaYllri spell (i.e. Mantra)
is of later origination inspired by the
Athsrv ev e de-» and the Susruta's-"
recommendations on the same subject; with the only difference that in
contrast with the Vedic incantations,
the Buddhist-iconographic
influence
is visible there.
4.41.

GENESIS

In his preface (Upadghata)
to
Kasyapa Semhite., Pt. Hernaraja Sarma
indicates the name of Anavasa Yaksa
of Kausambi who is mentioned in the
Pancara/<:;ja, to bestow bliss on those
who offer worship to him with that
charm. He corroborates it with an
old book according to which the lost
.\ryamahamayllfl-vidya
was revived
by having come out of the mouth of
Ya/<:~a.31
4.4.2.

MAHAM.\y(lRI
CHARMPROLIFERATION

The 'Psivce-rekse'
including the
Mahamayijri
charm is the work of
great repute among the Buddhists.
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This charm was rendered in six translations in Chinese : three of them
based on primitive recension of the
charm and the other three on the
expanded recension while the former
were translated by a monk of Kuchar
(Kucha - Bhiksu ) viz. 'Pol; - Srirnitra'
under the Tsin-dvnastv. 317 -420 AD.
and 'Kurnarajiva' later on, in the
fourth century A D. and the latter
between the sixth century AD. and
eighth century A.D.; thus showing
that in its primitive form that charm
was well known to the monks of
Kuchar during the fourth century
AD.3::. The image and worship of
Yekre is the Post-Vedic event and it
survived in the works of Buddhism,
too.

4.4.3.

MAH\MAY("RI
POPULARITY

VIDY.\-

The Part VI and VII containing
the text of the MahamaYllri Charm in
the Bower Manuscript
resemble with
the primitive recension of the Paficarak~a collection as the former narrates
the story of that charm; and the latter
relates the story of obtainment of
that charm by the Buddha/\nanda.33

5.
5.1.

EVALUATION
DRUGS AND MEDICINES

The Ka~yapasalnhita
i.e. Bs ddhe[iv ekivetsntre.
redacted by Vatsva,
contains chapters on the 'small Pharmacographic tract' or 'Kalpa ' in its
'Kalpasthana: such as 'Lesune kelp«,

Ind. Inst. !fist.
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i.e. medical preparations of l.asuna. H
followed by Satapu~pa35 and Satavari360
etc. The Kelpesthene of Caraka Samhila contains 'Kel pes' of Madana,37
Tfivrt,38 Danti39 and Drsv enti= etc.
with an obvious difference that in
the former case, the drugs are medicines (Ausadhi) and can be used
directly for medicinal purposes but in
the latter case, they are used indirectly as for purificatory purpose etc.
5.2.

V\TSYA'S OBTAINMENT OF
EXTINCT K.\SYAPA SAMHITA

Vatsva, although descended in
the family of Brddhajivaka, had to
offer worship to 'Anayasa' the 'Yekse'
of Keussmb; to get as a gift the
extinct copy of Kasyapa Setuhiti: from
him for the redaction work.v!
He
must have been s native of Kausarnbi,
the capital of 'Yetsedese' where Udayana's reign in 5th century BC. continued from the time of his forefathers
as recorded in the works of Bhasa
(IV-II century B.C.).4~

5.3.

KASYAPA SA:YIHITA-SINGLE
DRUG TREND-SETTER

Kasyapa Setiihiti: has numerous
references of its having the Vedic
origin that spread throughout with
one exception that the word Sthavira
as an appellation of the Buddhist
discipline is used as an appellation of
Brddhajivaka.
perhaps to indicate
'the characteristic old age' acquired
by him.43 Though the existence of
Jainism cannot be denied owing to
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the terms like Liivqin),
Sramar"aka,
Ka ndani,
Tepesi, Csri ki: and Jeiirn
etc.44, yet it leads us to its probable
period between VII-VI century B.C.
The fact that Kasyapa Setanit« does
not follow Caraka Setiihiti: is already
referred to above. It started a new
trend by introducing 'Lesune
Ka/pa'
for the first time which substitutes
the single drug in its Ketp estbsne in
place of purificatory preparations of
Caraka

5.4.

Sarhhita.

A POST K.\SYAPA SA:YIHITA.
WORK

As for the Neventteke,
it commences with 'Lesuneket ps' in Part I
which begins with the sacred particle
'OM' and Part II begins with salutations to 'Tathagatas'45
thus indicating
that it is the Post-Buddhist work that
succeeds Kasyapa Sarphita by incorporating additional formulae in 'ipsissima

5.5.

verba'.

The name of 'Yasornitra' (i.e,
Yasarnitra) occurs in the end in Part
VI and VII. According to the Japanese scholar Dr. K. Watanable, it indicates the ancient Japanese and Chinese custom, that a 'Votary must
recite his name', hence this name.*
From the fact that the Bower
manuscript was said to have been
found in the relic chamber of the
Sttspe at Minq-oi-ot-Ourn-Tura it follows that the Sttipe was built in the
'Journal

Royal Asiatic

Society

1\

6.

1907, p. 263.

,"

DATE OF THE N:\'VANITAKA

6.1.
6.1.1.

MATERIAL VIEW
SOURCES VIEW

From the facts set au t in the foregoing paragraphs, it is clear that in
making his compilation the author of
Navanitaka,
utilised a number of
standard
sources; most common
among them, are the compendia, after
the name of Caraka, Susrute, Bhe(la
(Bhe/a)
and Kasyapa. It is from these
sources that the estimate of the
approximate time of writing
the
Nsvenitek e can be determined even
though the colophon of the manuscript is rnlssinq.!"
6.1.2.

THE DEDICATEE

.-"

'(

memory of '\a:tOinitra', a mQ.rlQ'of
acknowledged
'~niinerr;:e,
.. I{e;ywa\~ the
•
.....
. U L
ultimate owner of+the ..manuscript.
He either wrote the manuscript himself or caused it to be written for
himself.

CONTEMPORANEITY VEIW

The absence of any reference to
SarphitaH and at least fifteen
formu lae from the Bhe / a Sarphita, 4~
and six formulae from l\.treya, one of
them quoted in ipssisima
verba of
.\treya,49
leads us to one conclusion that by that time Caraka had
not flourished either or/was not popular by his work, although works of
Atreya and his pupils were present
before him. Thus, it follows that the
author of the Nsveniteke
utilised the
work assigned to Aqnivesa (1000
Caraka
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B.C.), the very source of Caraka S3111hita itself."?

6.2.

6.1.3.

SUPPORTING

CONTENTS VIEW:
SUSRUTA SAl\1HITA

Absence of any reference in Nevenitaka by the name of the Nagarjuna
leads us to the conclusion, that the
author of Navanitaka
utilised the
work of 'Susruts the Elder or Bi ddhe
Susruts' (1500-1000 B C.). For in
the commentary of Dalhana the name
of Nagar june, has been identified as
the redactor of Susrute
Sar(lhita 51
who added to the earlier portion of it,
the Utters- Tantra
'Later Treatise'.
Thus, by making the anonymous
writing Naqarjuna may provisionally
be calledSusruta the Younger',52
6.1.4.

REFERENCES AND
ALLUSIONS
EVIDENCES

Additional evidences in Navanitaka are as follows:
1.

The 'Asvin-rasayana'
formula5£l
was communicated by Asvins to
the great ascetic sage 'Visvamitre', the reputed father of Susruta. who is indicated as such in
the Suirute
SaTTIhita and in the
Mahabharata.60
It is an unmistakable reference to Susruta, the
elder. As such, the Neveniteke
is a oosi-Suir ute work.

2.

The :\svin-rakt.1pitta
yogar,l taught by Asvins to Indra having its
origin from Brahrna the Creator,
corroborates the story of the origin of Ayurveda, on the one hand
and refers to Atreva's teachings
on the other hand.52
It is suggestive of Atreya's
contemporaneity.

3.

The" Pippeti- verdtiemens rasayana yoga", 63 while the formula in longer version is ascribed
to Asvins and does not appear
in any medical work, except the
Nfl.vanitaka,64
the simplified formula 65 however, occurs in the
Caraka Sarnhita.P" based on Agnivesetentre
embodying teachings
of Atreya,
thus indicating the
mythical and semi-mythical time
even antecedent to .\treya.

CONTENTS VIEWINDIRECT REFERENCE

The important point with regard
to six formulae quoted from Susrute
Ssmhite in the Navanitaka53
is that
three out of them dealing with
diarrhoea (Atisara yoga)H which also
occur in the Uttere-teiitre
of Susruta'"
are not directly quoted from the work
of Susruta but intermediately through
the Bheda
Ssmhite 50 'For in the
latter and in the Navanitaka the text
of these diarrhoea formulae is identical, while their common text differs
from the Susrute's text in such a
manner as to show that he is their
common source'-says Hoernle."! It
means that Bheda SalTihita is also the
source of the Uttar'] tantra.58
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The formulae referred to :
(i) Karlkayana, (ii) Nimi, (iii) Suprabha, (iv) Usanas, (v) Vadvali,
(vi) Vrhaspati,
(viii) Agastya,
(viii) Dhanvantari,
(ix) .Jivaka
and (x) Kasyapa.
belong to semi mythical and prehistorical personages. None of
these formulae, with one exception can be traced elsewhere.?"
The single exception, is due to
.Jivaka's one63 of the tw069 formulae which is quoted by Vangasena (1210 AD) with two variants and without
naming its
authors."?

6.21.

LASUNA KALPA
Communication

The best accountable evidence
in support of the above statement
would seem to have been the fashion
in which the 'Lasunakalpa' or tract
on garlic is communicated to Susrute
by Kasiraja in Navanitaka71•
The
latter in all probability is identical
with ' Divodess-Dhsnventeri'
while
the former refers to the 'Susruta the
elder' the celebrated writer of Susrute

Sa rnhitii. 72
6.2.2.
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REFERENCE TO JIvAKA

However, Hoernle holds the opinion that according to Mahavagga,73
the above mentioned formulae attributed to .Jivaka, refer to the historical
personage of .Jivaka whom, the tradition assigns to the court of Ajatasatru, in the 6th Century B C. and

makes him contemporary
of the Buddha.t+

and friend

According to the other recension
of Mahavagga he studied medicine in
Taksasila under the famous physician
'.\treya' and as the court physician
of king Birnbisara performed many
wonderful cures even in the field of
surgery with distinction in the head
surgery and other operations, but
none with reference to the children,
except his title Kumersbhttv e (Palik umsrebhecce}
i.e. children's doctor.
This, according to Hoernle. is apparently supported by the above formulae in ipsissima verba of Jivaka.75
But this view of Hoernle is untenable in view of the etymology of the
title Kumsrsbhscce
of .Jivaka given
in the M'lhavagga and Tibetan tales,
meaning 'Maintained by the Prince
Abhaya' (i.e. Kumara-Prince, Bhaccamaintained)."?
.Jivaka referred anonymously as
'Brddha .Jivaka or Jivaka the Elder'
in the above cited formulae is identified as the son of the sage 'Rcika'.
He probably studied at 'Kanakhala'
under 'Kasvapa', 77 Thus .Jivaka mentioned in Nev eniteks is a semi-historical personage, who must have flourished before Buddha.

He wrote his

work 'Biddhe Jivakiyatantra

(VII-VI

Century B.C.) and was a contemporary to Kii~yapa.
ted in ipsissims

They both are quo-

verba in Niivanitaka.
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6.2.3.

EARLY DATE POINTERS

Important points in support of
the early date of the Nsvenitek» are:
a)

The formula quoted from the
source l)f Suprabha, who is not
known as a Physician outside
the Navanitaka;

b)

Vadvali finds mention in Kalyal)ak'draka (IX Century A.D.) and
a patronymic Varlvali is mentioned by Panini (VIII Century B.C.).
His reference in the Navanitaka
takes it to early antiquity.

c)

The name of Nimi is identical
with the founder of Ophthalmic
science and the epic ruler of
Videha, a mythological personage
hence antiquity of this work.

d)

Dhanvantari
is the semi-divine
founder of surgical science. This
takes the work to further antiquity.

d)

Usanas and Vrhaspati (or Brhaspati) appear to
be historical
personages, being founders
of
Ausanas and Barhaspatva schools
respectively.
They flourished in
the fourth century B.C.78 Their
reference puts the work nearly
after them.

6.2.4.

UPPER LIMIT

Thus, to fix the upper limit for
writing the Navanitaka,
the date of
(a) Ka";iraja-Divod5.sa and Su-ruta

Ind. Inst . Hist. Med.
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falling between 1500-1000 BC79 due
to reference of the former in the
J~ksarvanukramal)i
(Sutra 52) and
Kau"itaki-BrahmaT)a
(26/5) has to be
considered.
The date of Susrute
must be the same as he studied under
the former, (b) .\.treya, Aqnivesa and
Bhela (Bheda) are contemporary with
the Upanisadas i.e. 1000 B.C.BO as
BrhadaraT)Y::Jka & Keueiteki-Brtshmsne
Upani,;ad (4/1) quote Aqnivesa and
mention the 'Pancala' or the teaching
place of .\treya,81 (e) Quotations
ipsissims-verbe of Kasyapa82 & .Jivaka83 contained in Navanitaka,84 prove
that they are borrowed from the
Kasvapasarhhita
Khilasthana
(Chap.
XVII & XVIII) the date of which is
bracketed between VII-VI Century
B.C.

6.2.5.

LOWER LIMIT

Turning to the lower limit, so
much is certain from preceding passages, that the date of writing the
existing manuscript from the intermediate copy of the autograph of
Navanitaka may be placed provisionally in the beginning of the fourth
century or about 300 A.D. (ct. 2.4).
Identically

the

same

passages

occur in NavanitakaB5 and in the works
of Vagbhata-18o (400-550 AD.)B7 on
the subject of application of 'plaster
to the feet or padalepa' for rendering a
man potent.
affirmation

This gives additional

to fix the lower limit.
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Then, what should be determined
the approximate date of Navanitaka?
The date of Navanitaka
is apparently
linked with the date of Caraka as
both are contemporary to each other
due to absence of any reference to
Caraka made by the author of Navantteke. Thus, we can reach the solution at least by deterrnininq the date
of Caraka.
62.6.

CARAKA'S DATE

About the date of Caraka, Hoernle, however, holds the veiw of the
French Scientist M. Sylvan Levi who
discovered from the Chinese Trip i(aka, the name of Caraka as physician, who was attached to the court
of the celebrated
Buddhist King
Kanisk a.s" the ruler of Greater India,
including Central Asia; his reign
being associated with names like
Naqarjuna. Asvaqhosa and Vasurnitra.
Nagarjuna is the famous expert in
mercurial science while the latter
couple mentioned to have presided
over the conference of the 'Mahayana' (Great vehicle) philosophy of
Buddhists.s"
The date of Kaniska is
a matter of controversy.
But according to Hoernle, the most probable
theory places him in the middle of
the first century B C. as the founder
of the well known SaI11Vat-Era.90
Thus, the second Century A. D. may
provisionally be taken as the time of
compilation of the Nii'/anil3ka

taking
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sary interval for the growth of the
Setahittis into standard authorities.v'
But this view of Hoernla's is
contested as there are many adverse
factors which confirm that Caraka
could not have been contemporary to
Kani-ka. Had he been so, how could
he preserve the Vedic nature of his
style throughout his work to keep it
free from the prevalent Buddhistic
stylistics, being a court physician of
a zealous Buddhist King? Still we
come across a few Buddhistic doctrines like K,:anik.1-vijiiana-vada92
and
Svabhavoparamvada93
and words of
the Buddhistic origin like Caitva,94
Jemaka,95 and Khu.,lc,lika.9G etc.
6.2.7.

TRANSITIONARY

It is suggestive of Caraka having
belonged to that period of Indian
History when Buddhism was on the
wane and the Vedic tradition was
reviving. This period may be seen as
a watershed of the decline and the
fall of 'Maurvan' empire along with
its patronised religion 'Buddhism' and
beginning of the 'SuIiga Dynasty'
with the revival of the old Vedic religion within the Second Century B.C.
6.2.8.

LINGUISTIC EVIDENCE

The above mentioned
been determined
point

of view'.

the above date for Kaniska as the

confirmed

upper limit and allowing

dence, too.

the neces-

PERIOD

from the

date has
'Source

The same can be

from the Linguistic

evi-
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The ungrammatical Sanskrit, or
what has been called 'Prakrta' is a
mixture of literary and colloquial
Sanskrit and this lay element is much
more conspicuous in the treatises on
divination and incantation, in Part
IV-VII, than in the more scientific
treatises of Medicine, in Parts I-III.

Ind. Inst. Hist. Med. Vo/. XVIII

have taken place with the rise of the
'Mahayana' school of Buddhists in
the reign of Kaniska in the first century B.C, But this view is contested
because the second century B.C.
already had brought the rise of Brahmanic school.
6.2.11.

6.2.9.

PR.\KgTICISM

A few examples of rare Prakrticism in Part I-III are: (i) r;:.ameti (for
Samavati).97 (ii) Samenti (for Samavanti,98 (iii) Dhovitva (for Dhavavitva) 99 etc. Examples of more common Prakrticisrn in Parts IV-VII are:
(i) Siivqhesv « (for Simhasya,100 (ii)
vicinte si and Vicintehi (for Vicintayasi),10 I (iii) Bhontu (for Bheventui! 02
and (iv) Ysssmitre (for Yasomitra) 103
etc.
Thus, occasional lapses of rules
of Sanskrit, indicate the usage of
Prakrta, the language of laity. This
was adopted by the Buddhist writers
to attract the masses. However, this
usage lowered the prestige of these
writers.
6.2.10.

REVIVAL OF
BRAHMA~ISM

Efforts then were made by the
Buddhists to imitate in usage of
Sanskrit, their Brahmanic rivals in
which they got a partial success.
Hoernle is of the opinion that
this reversionary circumstance would

WORK OF
SECOND CENTURY B.C.

In conclusion, the production of
Bower manuscript on the aforesaid
basis is the event of the second century B.C. which could have been
written as a 'Hand Book of Prescriptions' for the use of monastery hospitals.
Later on, its popularity as a standard manual could have been the
cause for its transportation to Central
Asia probably in the reign of Kaniska
(First Century B.C.?-78-144 A. D.).
Kani-ka built Stupas like Asoka.104

7.
7.1.

CONCLUSION
AN INCOHERENT
COLLECTION

The find of the Bower manuscript
leaves in one bundle is a physical
circumstance.
All the seven parts
fall apart, if viewed from the unity of
ideas, the essential principle that
welds the ideas into a book. This
manuscript being a disjointed fragmentary collection of varied subjects
incohesive in nature, differing in language, writing and the material written on suggests that these writings

A Study of Nfwanilaka-Pandey

are of the devoted pupils of Yasomitra,
a collection of the material of use to
the dedicatee. Such dearest personal
effects seem, as a custom, to have
been enshrined in the Sttsoe erected
in his monastery.
7.2. PARTIAL COVERAGEONLY FORMULAE
All the three classics of Brhattravi have parts dealing with all eight
limbs of Ayurveda and the sections
of Kavacikitsa, Nidfwa and Sarira etc.
are altogether absent even in the
scheme of this work. This further
confirms the aforesaid view that it
was not meant to be a complete book.
At the most, it could be a repertory of
proven remedies for the guidance of
the monastery physicians.
7.3.
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CONTAINS
UNKNOWN FORMULAE

It is, however, noteworthy that
some of the formulae are found only

in this work.
Such formulae deserve
experimental trials for their effectiveness and efficacy.
These may turn
out to be useful.
7.4.

RE-APPRAISAL NEEDED

Over eighty years have elapsed
since the editing of this work.
New
ground has been broken in the field
of Palaeography, Archaeology. History
and Ayurveda, particularly after the
indeoendence. New light has brought
into focus many hitherto unknown
facts about our life in the hoary past.
An appraisal of this work de novo is
overdue in the light of this newly
accumulated knowlegde.

This noble

endeavour is likely to bring into limelight many hidden aspects of Ayurveda.
Someone will

accept this challenge

someday with the matching intellect,
courage

and

fortitude

much imprisoned
glorious past.

to

floodlight

release
on our
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PART II
THE MEDICAL
1.

MEDICAL HISTORY

The HISTORY OF MEDICINE is
both history and medicine I. As history, a chronological order, the dates
and definite periods of a renowned
medical author and his work/thought
including practices etc.. are shown,
as we have done in case of the
Navan'taka
Part I. As medicine, "If
you would understand an author you
must understand his age"; says,
Goethe, the great German Poet-Philosopher. As medicine, a gradual or
a radical transition from staqe to
stage of medical concet.ts and the
systematic study of various aspects
and effects of medicine on the people
are shown which remains to be recorded now.
1.1.

MEDICIN E AND HISTORY

Though N?lvanitaka is a work on
medicine, it is not without interest to
the common man for medicine is but
an aspect of the total life of a people
and is a tributary to the whole national and racial ryhthm of life.
1.2.

A FACET OF LIFE

It has a lot of light to throw on
the food, clothing, the sex and marriage, the habits and addictions, the

CONTENTS
social pleasures and religious practices etc., pertaining to that particular age. In short, medicine is one
of those vital subjects that have
moulded the various patterns of life,
hence our efforts for the study of
medical history of the N3vanitaka.
1.3.

PHARMACEUTICS:
THE SPECIAL FEATURE:

Single drugs are prescribed in
the Nftvanitaka
on the pattern of the
Vedic period but varieties of compound preparations are also mentioned. It is an indication that pharmaceutics had attained a distinct position by that time.
1.4.

PREPARATIONS

Regarding the varieties of preparations. observation has been made
on the Caraka's theory according to
which six hundred purgative preparations of drugs are mentioned that are
pleasant in their richness of variety
of smell, colour, taste and touch etc.
These
preparations
have
been
formulated due to the fact that drugs
differ considerably from situation to
situation in respect of the land and
the source etc. The men also differ
from each other in respect to their
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body, morbidness, tenderness, gastric
fire and stage of disease etc- :
1,5 MODIFICATION OF
PROPORTIONS OF SUBSTANCES
If we take into consideration the
theory of preparation of medicines
known to Caraka, we are astonished
that many of the processes followed
by the modern pharmacy were well
known by that time, "Preparation is
the prOCESSperformed to modify
natural propr rties of substances."
By
modification (Sarhskarah),
that process is meant "which modifies the
properties
of
the
substances!"
(gul,lantaradhanam) .
1.6

MODIFYING

PROCESSES

This modification
is brought
about by dilution, application of heat,
cl arrfication. emulsification, storing,
maturing, flavouring,
impregnation
and preservation of the material in a
given receptacle"
and in a prescribed
manner.
1.7
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THE REPRESENTATIVE
ACHIEVEMENT: LASUNAKALPA

The Let.uneketoo in the Navanitaka
is the best example of phcrmaceutics
of that time.
The small pharmacographic tract on garlic is an affirmation
of the fact that the Navanitaka would
have been compiled specially for the
people of cold climate like Kashmir
and Kuchar in India and Central Asia
respectively.
Kashmir might have
been the place of compilation of the

Navan/taka.
It was from here that it
was brought to Kuchar by Buddhist
Monks.
1.8.

DRUG AND DIET IN ONE

The La~unaka/pa represents the
theory of drug and diet in one. It is
due to its hot (Ussi«} property", perhaps that garlic was given preference
in the food substances of the people
of above mentioned climate. Use of
wine with l.ssuneks tpe" is suggestive
of this fact. As wine (Madya) is also
hot" in property and thus Caraka has
mentioned such food-habits as an
agreeable food while
mentioning
agreeable substances for people of
Bactria, (Bahlika),
Central Asia (Sakas) and China etc."
2.

PHARMACY:
WEIGHTS & MEASURES
(M.\ TR\/M\NA)

The pharmacy has to work with
well precise standard measures of
weight.
Two different systems of
weights have been adopted in ths
Ayurvedic Pharmacopoeia."?
One of
them is called the Kalingamana and
the other the Magadhamana.
The
former and the latter have been adopted by Susruta and Caraka respectively.
The latter in turn supersedes
the forrncr'!
for the simple reason
that it is based on more minute
measurement of particles, atoms than
the other one. It draws our attention
to the "Sensitive Balance" of the
modern Pharmacy.
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These are the units of measurement
of weights of the Kalinga and Magadha systems respectively.

- TOlA

According

to the

SYSTEM

Amereko:e,

Vol. XVIII

The smallest
unit of measurement in Magadha system is the Vamsi.
The
Vamsl is that visible
particle
which is equal to thirty
or "atoms"
(clso known

r e rw).
RATTI

Med.

2.5. MEASUREMENT-TYPES
2.5.1.
ATOMIC MEASUREMENT

In the Navanitaka,
the terms
Kudaval~ and Pal.13 have been used.

2.2

Hist,

the

smallest

unit of measurement
is the
Raktika
or G uil japha te,
the term
which has taken the form of Retti.s+

Peremtuius
as Trasa-

Such particles are often seen
in a beam of light that is cast
a minute hole in a house.t?

floating
through

The smallest
unit
of measurement
according to the Carakasamit'd. seems
to be the same particle
i. e., Vam~i

These Rattis are the red berries of
Abrus pre cetor i us with black spots
on their heads.
Eight Hattis
make
one Ma,,:a cr Ma:a and twelve Masas
make one T o/aJ 5

(or Dhv am ii). 20 Thirty six such particles make one red rapeseed (M ustardSar,apa»
J
In respect of smaller
measurements
such a rapeseed certainly indicates
the atomic measure
that was prevalent in those times.

2.3.

2.5.2

TOLA-GOlD

STANDARD

According to the Cerekesetiihite:
synonyms
of the term tala are
Ker=e or Ak~a or S uv er ae. 16 The
approximate
weight
of t ote suvertie
(i.e., gold) is equal to the weight
of
the

a Rupee. Thus it is affirmation
the fact that the gold unit was
vogue in those olden times.

2.4.

of
in

CONTINUITY
OF
THE GOLDEN AGE

Certainly the Golden age is called
after the above mentioned
gold unit.
Another
synonym
of this unit, the
term Bidalapadaka
has been used
by Caraka.!?
Use of this term in the
NavanitakalH indicates that the gold
unit was in vogue and the Golden
age was continuing
by that time, too.

POTS AND

VESSELS

POTS & VESSELS:
In respect
of the bigger units of measurement
i.e. Kulava, according to the Cerekesemhitk, has another synonym "Anjali"2~.
The Afija/i is equal to a quantity held in the hollow
of the two
hands joined
and is equal to four
Peles. The term Pala is synonymous
to Mu",!ti in the Cerekesernhite.v> The

Mu"ti
to four

2.5.3

means the fistful and
Ker-es (l.e., To/as).

is equal

P.IJRA

Patra2! (vessel),
is
synonym
of Adhaka,
i.e. a measure
equal to four
Prasthas
or sixteen
Kudavas, for one Prastha is equal to
The

four

term

Ku+eves.

The use of

Ptare

as a
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measure in the Navanitaka
is a clear
indication that the vessels of the
same size were commonly used.' 5 It
is obvious from the Nev enitek» that
a waterpot ( Jetspture]
was made of
the same size, and that was utilized
for measuring liquids in those davs?"
as mention of "Jalapatra"
or a pot
containing a patra(measure)
of water
has been made. These vessels were
made of clay and copper as mention
has been made of 'Mrttikabhajana'
211
and 'Tamrabhajana'29
and of 'Ttunrepatra'30 etc.
2.5.4

KA"iISA

The term" Ketiise" is a measure
equal to eight prasthas
which is
bigger unit than "Patra" according to
the Carakasamhita.
There is mention
of Karhsa32 and just a half of it i.e..
"Ardhakamsa"33
in the Navanitaka.
Thus it is evident that vessels both
of bigger and half the size of the
above measures were also current
and were utilized in the pharmacy.
There is use of the term' Ka~aha'
or "Pan"H i.e. a vessel of a big size
usually made of iron. Such a big
pan as well as other pots of the
smaller size must have been made of
iron as there is mention of that term
"Patrayasam"
i.e., iron vessel (containing liquid equal to a patra)35 in
the Nev enite ke.
2.5.5

PATTERN OF SIZE

The Navanitaka
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contains terms

like Bedere?" i.e. the Sanskrit name
of Jujube. It has been mentioned as
a pattern for preparing a pill of the
size of a Jujube.
According to the
Carakasamhita
(Kalpa
chap. 12)
synonyms that make one Karsa (Tala)
are Ak,;a or Suv ertis or Bi.lft/apadaka.
2.6

BIG MEASURES

Besides there are terms used
like stha/i37 and Bha1.l•.laS3 as well as
Bhajana.39
All of them are big pots
or vessels. The former is either a
pot or a pan usually made of iron.
The next one is also the same but
bigger in size and may be made of
clay or metals like iron or copper. The
same is true with the latter, as there
is mention of "Ghrtabhajana
(Nav.
1/28) i.e. jar for ghee:
it is revealed
that pots of big size were made of
clay as it has been the tradition with
pharmacists in India to preserve clarified butter in a jar made of clay,
3.

DRUG PREPARATIONS

The drugs prescribed in the Vedic
period were single herbs. They also
prescribed minerals and animal substances but prescriptions were not
compound. The drugs that are mentioned in the Car aka and Susr ut e
Setiihites are both single herbs and
compound preparations. The same is
the case with the Navanitaka.
There
is no mention of drugs of mineral
origin (metals) excepting perhaps the
use of irorr" and a few other metals+'
as adopted by the Car aka and Susruta Ssiixhites.
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3.1

SINGLE DRUGS
TO COMPOUNDS:

in all kinds of treatrnents-",
It is also
revealed
from the NfJ..vanitaka that

Besides,

it is obvious
from the
Navanitaka that the use of single
drugs of the Vedic origin in graduated
quantities
(i e. verahsmene mfttrft)
were often prescribed.
The best example can be seen in case of the drug
"Pippali"
i.e., long pepper. 4~
This
drug

has been

Atherveve de.t?

highly admired
Therein
the
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in the
origin

of this drug has been related to the
story of the nectar churninq.w
Thus
it bears similarity
with the origin of
garlic (i.e. Lasuna) as the origin of
the latter is also related to the same
story (i.e nectar-churninqj.w

these

drugs were

often

taken
as
recipes.

Kalpa; i.e., rejuvenating
KALPAS

3.4

In the Navanitaka, it has been
unmistakably
shown in what sense
the term Kalpa has to be used.
In
case of Pippali vardhamana i.e progressively
increasing
dose of
pepper formula,
it is mentioned

THE DRUG AND THE DIET

This success further accentuated
the yearning for evermore and robust
health giving and sensuous life-prolonging drugs. Being related to nectar
and being mentioned
in the Veda
such drugs were considered
auspicious and by their use in the society
these were found excellently
gratifying means of that yearning.
Thus
they became drugs
for all and sundry.

and diet

in one

verdhernerre'",

as Pippali

But
if
the same
in a dose of at least
or ten pepper on the

course is started
three, five, eight
first day

according

and 'ge

of the patient

milk

as an

to

Anupsne

the

and

diet (K~iropasevanam),
is called a

3.5

strength

followed

DRUGS FOR ALL HUMOUR
VITIATIONS

formula

Kalpa.50

KALPAS: THE SPECIALITY
THE N.\VANITAKA

"Lecunekelp e':'
graphic

and

abundantly

on chebulic

stration

That is why the adrnini-

of these drugs was advocated

followed
with

i e. small

tract on garlic

Such drugs were found beneficial
in all the three humours (dos as). The
Navanitaka attributes efficacious properties
to La~una4r. and Pippa IiH,

by

a regular

this

The Nev ernt eke commences

3.3

long
that

the course of one hundred
days is
started with a dose of one pepper on
the first dav and then increasing one
pepper daily upto the one hundredth
day and then gradually
reducing one
pepper daily. This is known
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a

by three

Citrakakalpa

plumbago-root

i.e.

myrobalan;

with

pharmaco-

intermediately

chapters=

Haritakikalpa53,

OF

dealing

Silajatukalpa;
the same tract
bitumen;

respectively.

and

A Study of Nevenitek e=Pendev
3.6

ORIGIN OF CHEBULIC
MYROBALAN

It is probably a mere coincidence
that the origin of the chebulic rnvrobalan to056 is traced in the story of
nectar-churning.
Its origin has been
ascribed to the nectar that fell from
the mouth of Sakra (Indra) as per the
Navanitaka.57
This same story has
been recounted in the Bhavapraka~a58
later on.
3.7
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THE ."\SVINASA]\iIHITA :
SOURCE OF HARiTAKi KALPA

Is then the Navanitaka
the
source of the Bhavaprakasa?
The
answer is not quite certain. This
uncertainty is due to the fact that
Bhflvaprakasa
does not quote the
same matter in the same chronology
rather it makes changes here and
there while there is a dialogue between Hrahrna and .\';vins in the
Navanitaka
it is between
Daksa
Prajapati and .\svins in the Bhev epr ekasa sarhhiia.
However, this discrepancy of chronology in the Navanitaka
has crept in from the H erite ki kaf pa
of the ,\svinasarhhita,59 having two
recensions both of which are appended to the Navanitakam.
The different
versions of Haritaki
kafpa in the
Nev enitek:« (Part II ch. XI) from each
of the two Haritakikafpas
of the
aforesaid appendices call for our
finding out the genuine version, that
must be lying hidden in the true
ancient A':;vinasarhhita. This Sevahitt:
was the very sourc e of the Nsv snu ak a

for quoting the Hafitakikafpa.
Then
the history of this
Kalpa stands
unfolded.
It goes as far back as the
time of the B-gvedfl (2000 BC). A
number of hymns have been invoked
in it dwelling upon the medical miracles of .vsvins.v?
4.
4'1

KNOWLEDGE OF VITALIZERS
VITAMINS

IMPLIED

Indeed we feel astonished when
we find that drugs of the above
mentioned qualities having auspicious
nature of origin were advised to be
used in their twig-fresh state. For
instance Caraka prescribes that Emblie myrobelens
(i.e. Amalaki)
that
were picked up directly fresh from
the tree were highly valued. r,1
4.2

FRESH FRUITS
RECOMMENDED

Here we come across the empirical concept of the vitalising element
(Vitamins of modern science) for the
selection of fresh emblic rnvrobalans.sDrugs like emblic rnvrobalans, chebulic myrobalans, plumbago-root and
garlic etc are all vegetables. These
are advised to be used fresh i.e.,
green herbs are preferred to the dried
ones.u3
In case of Le-unek etpe the
fresh juice of garlic has been prescribed. r,4
It leaves no room for any doubt
that the ancients were quite conscious
of vitamin elements although the term
"Vitamin"
was not there, but they
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knew well about the vitaminous factors of the herbs, vegetables, fruits
and other articles.
4.3

KALPAS.' THE HARBINGERS
OF PHARMACEUTICAL
ADVANCEMENT

Pharmaceutics had emerged and
had well developed techniques. The
Ka/pas had wide popularity among
tne masses. There grew an intake
capacity for such drugs in the society
to a considerable magnitude.
This
resulted in proliferation at varieties
in preparation in the juice (Svarasa)fi5
form, but it was also used alone in
the form of paste (KalkaJ66 decoction
(Ka:aya/Kvatha)fi7,
and many other
methods of medicament practised
then.
5
5.1

PHARMACEUTICAL PROCESSES
MACERATION (BH.\ VAN\)

The vitaminous effect of fresh
juice of green and fresh drugs of
vegetable origin was well recognised.
It was a matter of more concern for
the pharmacists who tried to keep up
and develop some new processes for
preserving vitalities of their preparations for quite some time. The process
of maceration i.e. Bhev sne rhus grew
into practice. This is a process of
onpouring liquid medicament on any
other medicine to impregnate it with
the properties of the other as well.
Fresh juices of single drugs or decocted liquid made of drugs either
combinedly or singly are poured on
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such other medicines for impregnation.
In order to enhance the effective
calibre, same process is repeated a
required number of times. Thus it is
observed in the case of S;Jajatuka/pa
i.e. Ka/pa of Rock-exudation, that
process of maceration is administered
for a course of seven days to attain
the highest development of its power
as a tonic.t"
5.2

USEOFMETALS

The rock exudation is a mineral
produced by the following four metals,
viz, gold, copper. silver and iron.
When heated by the sun, the mountains, gold and the other metal ores
emit these impurities. ns
They are
particularly recognized by their corresponding colours. The Bitumen that
is in colour like the shoe flower i.e.
Jsptuiups
is that which is the outflow of gold, That which one is, in
colour, like the throat of a peacock
i. e. Barhar;akar;thabha
is that of
copper; that of silver is white i.e.
Sveta. The best of all rock exudation
is that of iron which in colour is like
Bdellium.70
All the four have the smell of urine
of the cow and they all can be used
as a medicine. i.e, in treatment of the
disease due to derangement of any
humour.
But the Bitumen having
iron (Ayas)

as its source is most to

be preferred for use as an ingredient
in tonic medicines, i.e, Rasavanapravoga

71
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MEDICINES FOR GERIATRICS

Thus it is mentioned that the
macerated Rock- Exudation should be
mixed with additionally
powdered
iron i.e. l.ohectirne.
Such a medicament of Bitumen was prescribed for
silajatukalpa.
Taken with milk and
milk diet, it confers long life full of
ease and comfort, relieves from the
disease, resists old age, offers firmness to the body, promotes memory
and intellect and provides strenqthtto the user. Thus it performs the
same action which has been recognised for Rasayana or Geriatrics in
the Carakasamhita.73
5.4

IRON MOST PREFERRED

There is a mention of "Powdered
iron" i.e. Loheciirne as an important
ingredient most preferred for geriatric
purposes. Both in the NavanitakaH
and in the Cerekesetiihiti: 75 there is
indicated identically the same powder
{Curoe} called" Navavasa CUfI~a' i.e.
a prescription
for
morbid
pallor
(pal.1d u).
It is obvious, therefore,
that" Lotte' which is a common word
for having the meaning iron and blood
both"? was identified by physicians
for the purpose of curi ng the pallor
and anaemia and thus it also turned
to be an important ingredient for
geriatric preparations.
The above
mentioned pallor prescription is attributed to kr~I~atreya or Atreya.77 Thus
it is concluded that use of iron in
medicine is as old as the period of
Atreya (i.e., 1000 B.C.)
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The method of pulverisation has
been described in the Cerek esemhits;
This has been recommended as a
method for pulverisation of all the

metals;"
5.5

PULVERISATION: THE CLASSICAL ELEGANCE OF ALCHEMY:

The first seedling of alchemy
seems to have been well planted with
the aforesaid method of pulverisation
of metals described in the Carakasarhhita
Thus in case of making the
powdered iron (pulverised iron) or
Bhasma, Caraka recommends iron to
be beaten into thin plates, then heated
redhot in fire, dipped in (decocted)
juice of the three myrobalans (Triphala), in an alkaline herbs as well as
in the urine of cow and above all in
the extract of emblic myrobalan.
Obviously it is the new herbo-metallic
feature adopted for vitalizing metals
as mentioned above. It was a significant step ahead to be called the
classical elegance of alchemy.
6.

FOUNDATION OF THE
COMPOUf\!D FORMULAE

The Navanitaka contains passages that are extracted from the
classical sarhhitas and more ancient
authorities of Ayurveda. The Heriteki
Kal pa is an extract from the .\~vina
sarhhita and the Yavagukalpa (Part
II/ch.VI) is another example of Kalpa
attributed to .\svins. As already stated,
the Kalpa is the Vedic practice of
prescribing drugs in graduated doses.
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It is well understood from the evidence of such Kalpas that ,\svins, the
God physicians had made a rich collection of various Kalpas in their work
i.e. the .\svinasarhhita.
6.1.

COMPOUNDS

FVOLVE

As there is a mention of compound preparations in these Kalpas,
it is concluded that in due course of
time there was made the beginning
of compound formulae to bring forth
better results than those of the single
drugs as such.
This proved more
useful in treatment as these preparations were t 1e best tonics too.

picious begining and the Navanitaka
is the initial pharmacopoeia based on
the classics of that age. The compound formulae pertaining to powders, pills, medicated and clarified
butter and' oils, herbo-minerals and
herbo-metallic preparations, beverages and other paraxises etc.. including hair dyes, lotions, collyria and
other cosmetics and various confections coupled with a lot of sex-strengthening drugs prove that people
were leading a luxurious life and thus
the golden age was still reigning in
opulence.
7.-1.

6.2.

HERBO-MINERAL
COMPOUNDS

In course of time there emerged
the methodology of compound prepations. The above mentioned feature
of herbo-metallic and herbo-mineral combinations is responsible for
the further development of alchemy.
However, the NfJ.'Ianltaka fo!lows the
methodology that was adopted in
classical medical books like the Cerek esesohrt«,
Therefore, there is the
same classical elegance of alchemy in
the Nsventtet:« too. Thus it is apparent that NfJ.vanitaka is a classical
pharmacopoiea based on the Caraka
and Susrut e sarnhitas that looks like
a mirror in which both the Vedic and
the classic ages are reflected vividly.
7,

REFINEMENT AND
ADORNMENTS
The pharmacy thus made an aus-

PATTERN OF LIFE

Although it is the man who
makes times, but it is equally true
that the times make men. The Vedic
age is the age of single drugs. The
simple reason behind it is the plain
living of the people. Due to strict
rules of righteousness and good conduct, simplicity and austerity were
the norms. Being simple people, they
possessed a robust health through a
hygienic and balanced daily routine.
But in course of time, they could not
have better of the temptations and
were enticed by the luxurious life.
The result was that there grew different diseases and to combat them
compound formulae were prescribed
in place of the single drugs as there
was demand for such a proliferation
and diversification in the society for
effective treatment of the ever-complicating diseases. The Navanitaka,
however, reveals that there were
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comparatively a few disorders to cope
with, because the standard of living
then was quite high. That is why
the chapter on miscellaneous formulae (Dt. II Chap IV) gives twenty-two
or twenty-four diseases only. This is
an indicator that the Navanitaka is
the work which was originally composed during confluence of the Vedic
and classical or Sarhhita periods.
7.2.

CEREALS AND PULSES

Among the food articles there is
mention of TarH.lulaso (rice), Vaidala
(pulse). Siip oden« (rice and pulse).
Mudgodana
(Moonodet
and rice),
Yava~J (barley) & Godhflma (wheat).
Meat was also a part of food. ~~
While cooking food, clarified butter
and oil were used profusely. There
is mention of sersop eteile i.e. mustard oil also. Probably parched grains
(Saktuka)
were one of the common
food items.
7,2.1.
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THE KALY\~AKA

The term Kalyal,laka was probably
used for those preparations in which
clarified butter was employed abundantly. The Kalyaf,laka clarified butter and Kalyaf),aka yavagu (gruel)
are two examples of such preparations. The meaning of Kalyanaka is
the one which bestows well-being
upon the users. It is a good remedy
of pittedoee and is called KalyaI,laka,
as it brings back the normal health.
This also improves the function of
Agni or the digestive fire. There is

another clarified butter which has
been. attributed to .\treya who composed it and named it as Mahakalyai.ek», He prescribed it to the great
sage Agastya. 83 It is a remedy for
many diseases, in one. It proves
equal to nectar (Amrta)84 in effectiveness.
7.3.

MILK-MILK

PRODUCTS

Milk in a regular diet has been
prescribed and there is a chapter on
the medicated and clarified butter
(Part IIjch2).
The next chapter to
this one deals with the medicated
oils. The chapter on the small pharmacographic tract i e. Kalpa is on
gruels.
Yavaquka/pa refers to the
preparation of the best of all gruels
by the name "Ka/yanika".
7.4

COOKING MEDIA-CLARIFIED
BUTTER AND OILS

The Kalyal")i ka is prepared by frying the old rice in a considerable
quantity of clarified butter". Milk and
curd with other milk products have
been referred to either as after drink
or as a food article.
Frying is hequently advised. The media for frying and cooking are the clarified butter and oi I of aII varieties. Besides,
people were in habit of consuming
oils also sumptuously
The diseases
called "Gnitsvveped etv: Tsitsvvsped"
attributed to over-consumption
of
clarified butter and oila6 were prevalent
It is evident that milk of the
cow was one of the main constituents
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of food items and milk products as
well as oils were taken in plenty.
7.5

FEEDING COWS ON
LASUNAKALPA

It is astonishing to note that even
the cows were fed on strength giving
vegetables to make their milk a rich
tonic. That is why, in the tract on
garlic {Lesunekelpe}, feeding the cow
on garlic is recommended so that its
milk could be used by those who have
abandoned taking garlic, yet want to
derive the benefit of the same.87
8.

MEDICINE FOR ALL

8.1 A NEW HIGH POINT
The pharmaceutics had touched
a new high point. Virtually all aspects
of diseases, deficiencies, invigorations and addictions were provided
for by the preparations turned out the
pharmacies of that age.
8.2 SCIENTIFIC AGE OF PHARMACY
From the primeval age of the
Vedic single drugs the scientific age
of development evolved with doses
and measurements of minute units
comprising the atoms.
Thus the
pharmacy and pharmaceutics developed considerably.
As a result the
compilation of rules of pharmaceutics
in classics viz, the Caraka s.nhhitfl
and Susr ute setiihiti: etc. followed.
The Navanitaka is a repository of
pharmaceutic rules of these classics.
It was perhaps compiled as the phar-
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macopoeia based on the foregoing
classics and its study reveals that the
same scientific age was still reigning.
From the gold standard of weight it
is evident that the golden era was
still prevailing and people were so
prosperous that they could afford a
luxurious living.
8.3 THE THERAPEUTIC OILS
Medicated oils were also prescribed very much. There is mention of
one such oil composed by Asvins, It
was prescribed to sage Cyavana and
later on used by Mflrka09,eya. The
former regained youth and the latter
the longevity by massaging of this
oil which is called Amrta Tei!e, 88
8.4 COSM HICS
The study of the Nsvenuek»
would prove significant for it is a
valuable document of the classical
age. It is like a window which welloverlooks the Vedic age also. Thus
we have in both the Attiervev edsv"
and the Nflvanitaka90 the means and
medicines for the growth of long hair,
hair dyes and formulae for arresting
the hair-falling.
One of the main
formulae dealing with a hair-dye is
attributed to sage Agastya, in the
Nflvanitaka.91
8.5 HAIR VITALIZERS
It is apparent that hair-dye and
long hair style were commonly prevalent in the society right from the
Vedic age. Drugs have been men- .
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for

growing the hair (Kesa
Frequent washing of
hair (Prak,'dJana)
has been advised
as one of the means of growing
hair.92 The reason of baldness and
grey hair is given.
It has been
pointed out why women do not lose
their hair but men often become
bald-headed.
The reason said is the
vitiation of bile (Pitta)
and blood
that cause the premature grey hair.
As women by their natural phlegmatic
(Slesma/a)
constitution discharge the
vitiated menstrual blood and bile,
therefore, their scalp is free from that
heat, hence they do not suffer from

The Nsv erntek» is thus a treasure
of the classical doctrine of the Hedral
of humours (i. e. dose catustava)
The disease due to the vitiation of
any of the four humours v'dta (Air)
pitta
(Bile). kapha
(Phlegm) and
«onite or rakta (Blood) were well
recognised. For their treatment proper
formulae were prescribed.

grey hair and baldness in the Navanitaka9r..
The venesection is the best
means of purification of the vitiated
blood.
It is for this reason that
Susruta calls it the half-surgery. It is
in Susruta that blood (rektel ionits )
is considered the fourth humor.t"
However, after the frequent bloodletting by the technique of venesection,
the
N:avanitaka
prescribes
emetics and other purificatory measures including enema (vasti)98 which
according to Caraka is called either
the half of the whole medical treatment or even the whole medical
treatment itself.S9 Thus both of the
medicine and surgery were the fields
practised with their well-established
principles. There is a recommendation for application of oil as one of
the means of turning grey hair into
black and for its growing as well as
for accelerating the growth of rich
hair.t''?
It is an evidence showing
that there was a fashion of applying
aromatic medicated oi I for the growth
of lusty hair.

8.6 TREATMENT OF BALDNESS

8.7

seii jenene},

hald-headedness.j"

Besides the examples of prescriptions for baldness and grey hair etc.
there is also mention of different
prescriptions
for applying external
pastes (Vic}.a/aka) in case of different
eye disease due to derangement of
v'dta, pitta
kapha
and sonita.94
According to Susruta's recommendations the venesection (Sirevvedbe)
is half surgery (sa/ya).95
It is prescribed as one of the treatments of

FACIAL APPLICATIONS

8,7.1 COMPLEXION SOFTENERS
Besides, there are various face
applications (Mukha/epa)
made of
sweet
smelling
substances
like
sandal-wood
(Candana)
and other
perfumes like khasa (Andropogon
muricatus)
mixed with milk of the
cow (or milk sap of the five milky
trees), barley and mustard (sersspe )
corns with juice of citron and thus
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applied to the face for a fair and soft
complexion. There are a number of
formulae prescribed for making such
face applications (pastes) with various
perfumes. 10:
8.7.2

BLEMISH REMOVERS

It has been mentioned that
"Moles and black spots, many skin
diseases, freckles (v Y;'JJ'lga), hairy
moles (pipla) and pigmentary moles
(Tilakam)
of persons are instantly
cured by such applications.t?"
In
addition to face applications, there is
mention of many eye lotions and
collyria viz.103 (Ai'ijana).
8.8

ADDICTIONS

There is prescription for varieties
of addictions viz. madya, maire ya,
sura, mkrdv ik a, sidhu, ari"?ta and
jag3/a etc. Many varieties of wines
were in common

use.

ka/pa contains a glaring

The iesun«
example of

all the wines used during the course
of garlic kelpe.'

It is indicative

0-1

of

the fact that these were prescribed by
physicians to their patients

as per

their requirement

and capacity.

may be concluded

that t.esoneketpe

It

is modelled after the ancient Ka/pa
doctrine,

specially for cold regions

like Kasmira and KllChar falling in the
Himalayan range.
adopted accordingly.
taking

was

This Kalpa

was

Probably wine-

prescribed

during

course for combined efficacy.

its

8.9
8.9.1
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RAS.\YANA AND
APHRODISIACS
RASAYANA

A confection composed by .\svins
called Cv eveneprsse is prepared like
a linctus (Ieha).
It was prescribed
to the sage Cyavana.
It has been
also called a clarified butter which
means that it is made into a linctus
by pouring on to it sufficient quantity
of clarified butter.
Its regular use
gives astonishing results in Geriatrics.
Due to this effect Cyavana regained
the youth in his old age by its regular
intake.i'". There is also mention of
mixing meat with clarified butter
and one such preparation is called
'MayfJraghrta'J06 i.e. preparation made
from peacock's meat. It points towards the times of Asoka, who is said
to have used the peacock-meat in his
daily diet even though he was a
Buddhist himself and had framed
rules prohibitinq meat-eating throughout his ernpire.J?"
8.9.2

APHRODISIACS

The Navanitaka
casts a bright
beam of light upon the healthy and
beautiful fashions prevalent in the
society and high standard of living
of the people and the role of medicines
in comforting the humanity.
Even
there is a considerable number of
prescriptions of making a man potent
and promoting virility.los Most mentionable are foot plasters (Ptuteteoe)
which have been prescribed in the
N5.vanitaka109
for making a man
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potent. One of them has been quoted
by Vagbha~a-I in his A:;;tangasangraha.110
Thus it is evident that the
sex consciousness had attained a
high degree of pleasure loving sensuousness in that society.
9.

CONCLUSION

The Navanitaka
features
the
Ka/pas, Resevenes and Aphrodisiacs
conspicuously.
Its Ka/pas and similar other doctrines have been considered its special constituents.
These
are very simple convenient,
and
inexpensive recipes for promoting the
healthful living.
Probably they have
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a unique relevance in to-day's busy
and hectic life full of stress, strain
and scarcity.
These Ka/pas deserve
a fair clinical trial to prove their worth.
They are likely to strengthen the
preventive potential against ailments
of all types. This itself will be a
great boon to the suffering humanity
faced with the consequences of ever
diminishing

body

immunity,

from having

a robust

and healthful

living within their reach.
inclined

apart

Do we feel

to shed our lethargy

and

scepticism and take up this onerous
task upon us to its consummation?
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Susrute Sarhhita, Nirnaya Sagar
Press, Bombay

11. Hoern Ie A. F.
RudoU

18931912

The Bower Manuscript, Archaeological
Survey of India, Calcutta

In1ian Antiquity.

1Z

XXXII

13.

1986

Journal Asiatique,

14-.

1907 &
1909

Journal Rovle Asiatic Society,

Nov. December

(JRAS)

MahaVana Granthon Men Nihita
ede Samagri (to be released)

15. Jyotirmrtra

Xvurv

16. KasYopa

1953

Kasyapa Sarhhita. Chowkhambha,
Varanasi

17.

1983

Mahabhfuatam,

Anusasana Parvan,

Citrasala Press, Pune

Mahavagga, Chapter VIII

18.
19. Monier Williams, M

1970

20. Max MulleJ

1966

A Sanskrit English Dictionary, Motilal
Banarasidas,
Delhi

Rigveda Samhita ed. by Max Muller,
Varanasi
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Nanjio's Catalogue of the Chinese
Tripitaka Nos. 306·311

21.
22. Sarma,

1953

Kasyapa Sa1ilhita, UpodghfJta,
Chowkhambha, Varanasi

1975

."\yurveda ka Vaijr'ianika Itihasa,
Chowkhambha Orientalia, Varanasi

Hemaraja

23. Sarma, P.V.
24.

Schiefners

Tibetan Tales, Chapter VI

25. Savana

1960

Atberv evede Sarhhita, with Sayana's
Commentary, Hosiarpur

26. Susruta

1933

Susr ut e Sarhhita, Motilal

Banarasidas,

Lahore
27. Vagbhata

1913

A~tanga Seisorehe with comm. of
Indu, Trichur

28. Varigasena

1983

Varigasena Sarnhita.
Varanasi

29.

Viena Oriental Journal,

30. Winternitz,

1963-

M
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11.
THE LIST OF WINE

S No.

Name

1.

Agaja

2.

Ari;;~a

3.

Prscv» Prekssene

i\sava

SCHEDULES

History of Ancient Indian Literature,
Vo!.III. Pt.I & II. Motilal Banarasidas,
Delhi.
OF FORMULAE

OR MADYA AND BEVERAGE
IN NAVANITAKA
Reference

1/25

XI

OR ASAVA

ARISTA

ETC.

Remarks
A kind of liquor

1/25
11/1,70 and 72

A kind of liquor made of boiled
drugs mixed with jaggery or G u,)a.

11/4.193; 14; 10

A kind of liquor made of unboiled
drugs mixed with jaggery or G wla.
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5.

Kaiicika
Cukra

1/26;
11/3,42 and 53

A Sour vinegar of rice.

1/31 ;
11/14,104

A Sour gruel

1/49;
11/1, 70,106,107

A kind of liquor made of unboiled
drug powders i.e. curna.

7.

Jagala

1/25

Thick spirit of rice.

8.

Tu-odaka

1/26

A sour gruel made of husk of
barley (vava)

9.

Prasanna

11/1,73;
11/7,84
11/14,9

A kind of clear spirit made of rice.

10.

Madira

11.

Madya

1/17; 26; 77;
11/1,69; 73

Spirituous

12.

Mastu

1/26; 77;
11/1,82

Whey

13.

Madhvasava

11/4, 86-88

A kind
honey.

14.

Madhava

11/1,82

A kind of liquor of honey.

15.

Mardvika

1/25

Spirits of grapes (M rdvtka)

16.

Maireya

1/25

A kind of spirito us liquor.

17.

Varulll

11/24

18.

Sidhu

1/25

19.

Sukta

1/33;
11/3,4

Vinegar of rice; a kind of sour gruel.

20.

Sur~

1/23, 36; 123
11/1,82

A kind of spirituous
ally spirits of rice.

21.

Sauvira]a

1/25

1/26

Distilled

liquor
liquor.

of liquor medicated with

Palmwine-e.g."varuntmandamisntam" i.e. mixed
with the froth of Palmwine.
Spirits of sugar cane.

liquor, especi-

Sour gruel of unhusked barley.
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THE LIST OF CORNA OR POWDERS

(PILLS or GUl)IKc\)

IN N.\VANITAKA
S. No.

Name

Reference

Remarks

1.

Avorajtvarn

11/1,43-55

A compound Powder of drugs
medicated with pulverised iron as
chief ingredient.

2.

Kantharoqa
Prasarnanam

11/1,40

A compound powder for the relief
of throat disease.

3.

Gulma Curna
Asvinarn
.

11/1,85

An antitumour powder.

4.

Talisakam

11/1,11-13

A kind of compound powder, the
chief ingredient of which is Ta/isa
or Taxus baccata.

5.

Tiktakam

11/1, 56-58

A kind of compound powder made
with various bitter drugs.

6.

Navavasarn

11/1, 38-39

A kind of compound powder or an
iron tonic made with nine parts
of pulverized iron and nine parts
of other ingredients.

7.

Mfigadham

11/1, 87-95

A compound powder made with
Magadhi or long pepper and other
ingredients.

8.

Laquda

11/1, 35-37

A compound

powder

made with

Laguda; or Holerrhene Antidy senterice and other drugs
9.

Vrsadvadasakarn

11/1, 59-60

A compound power made with vrsa
or Adhatodavasica and other drugs.

10.

Vardharnanakarn

11/1, 64-65

A compound powder with a number of drugs in graduate quantities.

11.

~iirdula

11/1,71-74

A compound powder made with
plumbago root and other ingredients.

12.

Sadvadikarn

11/1, 18-28

A kind of compound powder prepared with zedoary root and other
drugs.
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13.

~adavam

11/1 14-17

A kind of compound powder made
with confectionary of various drugs.

14.

Suksrnaila
Vardharnanakam

11/1, 66

A kind of compound powder prepared with small carda mons and
other drugs.

15.

Sauvarcaliidyam

11/1.67

A kind of compound powder made
with soiicels salt (Kala) and other
drugs.

16.

Haridracurnam
.\svinam

11/1,96-101

A kind of compound powder
turmeric.

LIST OF PILLS or GUj)IK\
S. No.

Name

Reference

of

IN N'\VANITAKA
Remarks
pill prepared

1.

Amblik a Matulilga
gudikii.

11/1, 78-79

A kind of compound
with sour citron.

2.

.\svinamiituIUJiga
Gudika

11/1, 75-76

A kind of compound pills prepared
with citron juice by .3,.!:'vins.

3.

\~vinamiituluilga
Gu~lika

"/1, 80-84

A kind of compound pills prepared
with citron juice by .I..sv;ns.

4.

Kasyapiya gurlika

11/4, 1-20

A kind of compound pills prepared
by Kasvapa.

5.

Gaudika Gurlika

11/1,102-103

A kind of compound pill made with
treacle or guda.

6.

MatulUIigcgu~lika

11/1, 29-34

A kind of pill made with the juice
of citron from a compound powder.

7.

Mukharogaghni
qudika

11/1,41-42

A kind of pill for the cure of mouth
diseases.

8.

Siddharthika

11/1, 61-63

A kind of compound pill effications
by having one's desire fulfilled.

9.

DasaJ'Jgam

"/2. 94-96

A kind of medicated clarified

qudika

butter.
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10.

Dhanvantaram

11/2, 125-133

A prescription attributed to Dhanvantari and preferred by Brahma,
(the creator and founder of Avurveda).

11.

Navacakam

11/2,97-' 02

A kind of medicated clarified butter.

12.

Pancagavyam

11/2, 37-40

-do-

13.

Mahakalylil)akam

11/2, 20-25

-do-

14.

Mahatiktakam

11/2,30-36

-do-

11/2,75-78
16.

Mavararn

-do-

(a)

11/2, 70-74

A preparation made of peafowl's
flesh.

17.

Miilakam

11/2, 102-108

18.

Mrdvika

11/2, 55-57 (a)

-do-

19.

Rasayanikam

11/2, 58·61 (a)

-do-

20.

Vasa qhrtarn

11/2, 46-47

-do-

21.

Vinduohrtarn

11/2, 138- U3

-do-

22.

Vinduqhrtam
.\svinam

11/2,144-150

-co-Iattributed
to .\svins)

23.

Visaharam
(c\.svinam)

11/2, 134-137

-do-

24.

Saramulivarn

1/2.62-69

A kind of medicated
clarified
butter most preferred for virility.

25.

Satpalam

11/2. 41-44

A kind of clarified butter.

26.

Sarasvatam

11/2, 151-153

A kind of medicated clarified butter
prepared as brain tonic.

27.

Siddhottaram

11/2, 119-124

A kind of medicated butter preferred in morbid pallor etc.

A kind of medicated clarified butter.
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LIST OF TAILA OR MEDICATED OILS
. IN NAVANIrAKAMName

S. No.

Reference

Remarks

1.

Anuvasana Taila

11/3,125-128

A kind of medicated oil.

2.

Amrta

11/3,27-52

A preparation made by i\svins for
sage cyavana.

3.

Asvaqandha

11/3,84-90

A kind of medicated oil.

4.

Asvaqandha

11/3, 91-106

5.

K~arataila

6.

Gandarnala

11/3,138-142

7.

Gandhataila

11/14-69

-do(oil prepared by aromatic drugs).

8.

Jvaraharam
(Anuvasanam)

11/3, 123-125

-do(an oil for curing fever).

9.

Nastahkarma
(Sirsarnavahararn}

11/3, 120-122

-do(an errhine for hair and headdiseases).

10.

Bara

11/3,1-16

-do-

11.

-do-

11/3,17-19

-do-

12.

-do-

11/3,20-26

-do-

13.

Madhuvasukarn

11/3.77-83

-do-

14.

Midaka

11/3, 53-58

-do-

15.

-do-

11/3,59-64

16.

-do-

11/3,65-68

17.

Valipalita Siroroqa
Vinasanam

11/3,132-134

"

II/4, 158

-do-do(oil prepared by ashes of herbs or
ksar a).
.
-do-

-do(a tonic attributed to Vadvali}.
-doA preparation for cure of grey hair.
baldness and head-diseases etc.
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18.

Valipalita
Nasanarn

11/3,135-137

Most effective
and baldness.

19.

Vatahararn

11/3,129-131

A kind of medicated

20.

Svadamstra

11/3,107-119

A kind of medicated oil.

21.

Sarsapa

11/14-25

Mustard

22.

Sahacara

11/3,69-76

A preparation attributed
to Svayambu i.e. Brahman. the creator &
founder of Ayurveda.

MISCELLANEOUS
S- No,

Name

cure for grey hair
oil.

oil used in Medicine.

LIST OF FORMULAE

Reference

Remarks

1. Anjanarn

1/106

Collyria for the eye diseases.

2.

-do-

11/9,6-14

Collyria for the eye diseases.

3.

Asvaqandha
vastih

11/5, 8-8 (a)

Formula for enema.

4.

ASvagandha
vastih (Asvinoh)

11/5, 1-7 (a)

Formula for enema.

5.

)\matisara Yoqah

11/4. 3-9

Formulae for Diarrhoea.

6.

,~scyotanam

1/68-86

Various kinds of eye-lotions.

7.

Asvina rasavanarn

11/6. 58-65

A tonic preparation
composed
by Asvins for sage Viswamitra.

8.

Ausanaso voqah
Indraprivah

11/8, 33

A kind of medicated milk (tonic)
devised by Ausanas and the same
is beloved by Indra hence called
Indraprivah.

9.

KALPAI:I/or

mode of Medicinal

i. Citraka Kalpa

11/13, '-9

preparations:
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ii. Yavaqu

Kalpa

4

11/6. 72-100

iii. l.asuna

1/17-43

iv. 5iJajatu

11/12.1-16

v, Haritaki

11/12.1-33

10.

Kakamaci
prayoqah

11/6,43-53

A kind of tonic medicine.

11.

Kasaghna~~au
vagal).

11/4, 69-78

Prescription for curing cough.

12.

KesaragaQ

11/20,3-27

Formulae for hair-colouring.

13.

Chardi vagal).

11/4, 171-184

Cure of vomitting.

Trsnaprasamana

11/4, 185-188

Formulae for relieving thirst.

14.

vagal).

15.

Tailadyo Vastih

11/5,23·26

A kind of oily enema.

16.

Nagabala
prayogal).

11/6,38-42

A kind of tonic medicine.

17.

Nas'yatailam

11/6,53-57

A tonic oily errhine.

18.

Pippalipravoqah

11/6, 1-33

A kind of tonic medicine.

19.

Pippalipravoqah

11/6,34-37

A kind of tonic medicine.

20.

Prakirnah
yoga\:l

11/4,1-203

Miscellaneous formulae

21.

Pramehapras'
arnanavoqah

11/4, 182-194

Prescription for relieving
secretion of urine.

22.

Prasiddha
modakah

11/57-60

A confection for curing skin
diseases.

23.

Prasthavireko yogal).

11/4,79-85

A purgative
humours.

for relieving

morbid

vitiated
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24.

Pracinika
patha

11/9, 33-34

An eye ointment made of stephania
hemandifolia-or-patha.

25.

Hheliyavaqu

11/6,88 (a)-91

A kind of gruel attributed to
Bhela.

26

Madhutailodako vastih

11/5,20-22

A ki nd of enema.

27.

Madhvasava
yogal.l

11/4,86-88

Spirituous liqour
with honey.

28.

Mis'ritavoqah

29.

Mukhalepah

1/87-105

Prescriptions for face plasters.

30.

Miitrakrcchra

11/4, 162-168

Cure for suppression of urine.

31.

Raktapittinam
.\~vino voqah

11/4, 15-21 (a)

Cure for haemorrhagia attributed
to .\<ivins•

32.

Rasnadiva~til.l

11/5,9-14

A kind of enema.

33.

Valipalita
yoga1.l

11/10,1-13

Cure for grey hair.

34.

Vatasonita
prasarnanarn
yogadvayam

11/4, 1-2

C ure

35.

Vidalakayogal.\

1/106-112

Pastes for the eyelids.

36.

Visarpacikitsitam

11/4,195-199

Treatment of erysipelas.

11/8, 1-33

Prescriptions for strengthening
sexual power.

1/123-132
1./4.22·62 (a)
11/14, 1-112
111/1-72

medicated

Miscellaneous prescriptions.

0f

I eprosy.

,r. (

38.

Vrhatakaranam

11/6, 66-69

A tonic medicine.

39.

Sidhrnavoqah

11/4, 133-161

Cure of leucoderma.

40.

Havusavastih

11/5,15-19

A kind of enema.

the
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